Previously a single spiral bevel tooth has been analyzed with FEM [3], however in that analysis a contact stress distribution was assumed.
To model the correct contact load distribution requires a gear and pinion loaded in mesh.
In reference [4], a gearset in mesh was analyzed using gap elements to model the contact zones. 
Equations
(2), (4), (6) form a system of nonlinear equations necessary to define a point on the tooth surface.
Solution Technique
Equations (2) 
where the vector Y is the solution of:
The 3 x 3 matrix in the preceding equation is the Jacobian matrix and must be inverted each iteration to solve for the into X,,+iae, Y,,+iac, Z,,+iac. Equations (4) and (6) are then used to evaluate the numerical differentiation.
Function fl, t"2,f3 and their partial derivatives are required for the Jacobian matrix and are updated each iteration.
The iteration procedure continues until the Y vector is less then a predetermined tolerance. This completes the solution technique for a single point on the spiral bevel gear tooth surface.
In this way the coordinates of the surface of the tooth are defined. This solution technique is repeated for each of the four surfaces; gear convex, gear concave, pinion convex and pinion concave.
Since all four surfaces are generated independently, additional matrix transformations are required to obtain the correct tooth thickness.
The concave surfaces are fixed on each tooth. The convex surfaces are rotated as required.
The angle of rotation is obtained by matching the tooth top land thickness with the desired value.
Gear and Pinion Orientations Required for Meshin_
When generating the pinion and gear surface as described above, the pinion cone and gear cone apex will meet at the same point. To correct this condition the pinion is rotated CW about its axis of rotation 7., until surface contact occurs.
For the example used in this study, the rotation was 3.56 deg.
To make a complete pinion, the generated pinion tooth was copied and rotated 12 times and the generated gear tooth was copied and rotated 36 times with the aid of a solid modelling program as shown in figure 3.
Finite Element Analysis of Spiral Bevel Gears
Recent finite element analysis research on spiral bevel gears has attempted to solve the contact stress distribution in a multi-tooth model (4 gear and 3 pinion teeth) (ref. 4).
The tooth pair contact zones in reference 3 were modeled with gap elements.
In the current study, use of software with automated contact options is used. This is done to avoid certain limitations in the use of gap elements, such as: Usually, the transmitted load is in the normal direction. The MARC program establishes a hierarchy between the bodies so that at a given contact interface, one body is the contactor and the other body is the contacted. The set of nodes on the boundary surfaoe of a contactor are candidate nodes for contact.
The boundary surface of a contacted body is defined by a set of geometrical entities.
A user specified contact tolerance is used to determine the body separation distance which determines whether two bodies are considered to be in contact with each other. Three dimensional stress analysis of spiral bevel gears in mesh using the finite element method is presented. A finite element model is generated by solving equations that identify tooth surface coordinates. Contact is simulated by the automatic generation of non-penetration constraints. This method is compared to a finite element contact analysis conducted with gap elements. 
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